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Make Friends

- IT/InfoSec – non-standard everything
- Procurement – 500 USB hdds?
- Building – No Housekeeping please!
- Maintenance – The A/C is out!
- Shipping – Late nights and get cash $
- C-Level – pay the bills
Procurement nightmare

- List of things to order
- I am in China where in the heck do I order it from?
- Legit?
Legit Procurement

- Sure, no problem, we will get that for you!
Security

• Access Control Log audit
• Where’s the keys?
• Video surveillance, inside of the lab
• Ceiling tiles?
Scalability and Flexibility

- Unpredictable cases (infrastructure)
- Wheel chair access
- Lab space
- Mobility
Protocols and Procedures

- Documentation
- Are they enforced?
- Consistency
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